DISTANCE EDUCATION & ONLINE LEARNING
DISTANCE EDUCATION
Distance Education occurs when students and teachers are physically separate from one another
during instruction and learning periods.

DISTANCE LEARNING
Distance Learning is the desired outcome of distance education.
Distance education, also known as “online learning and e-learning” refers to any learning that is
undertaken by students requiring them to have a teacher or tutor from outside our school. There are
currently two avenues for distance education for our students. One is through the FarNet Online
Learning Community and the other one is the traditional correspondence school. We prefer to offer
the FarNet option to students as it has proven to be more engaging for the learner.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Students referred to as e-students are connected to their class through a video conference bridge
where they can see both their teacher and the other students in their class from schools right
throughout New Zealand. Through the weekly video-conferencing session, along with the wide range
of digital resources now available, students can interact with their teacher and other
students. Throughout the rest of the week students work on their own on the wide range of resources,
but can contact their e-teacher for assistance or extra tutorials. ? as the e-dean provides the pastoral
care of the e-students at Pompallier Catholic College and ensures that e-students are making regular
contact with their e-teacher.

FarNet belongs to the New Zealand Virtual Learning Network Community (NZVLNC) which means
our students have access to qualified teachers in a wide range of curriculum areas from all over New
Zealand.

COURSES OFFERED THROUGH DISTANCE EDUCATION
There are a wide range of courses available. They can be found on the Learning Exchange on the
Virtual Learning Network - http://pol.vln.school.nz/. The course outline and pre-requisites can be
found here. The next step is to speak to the e-dean - Mrs Maria Chabera.

WHY DO WE NEED ONLINE LEARNING?
Where we are able to, your child will have a teacher from our school, but to ensure that your child’s
learning needs are met, online learning is an excellent alternative.

SOME REASONS WHY YOUR CHILD MAY NEED TO LEARN THROUGH
DISTANCE LEARNING:
1. Small class numbers at our school in a subject
2. A subject is not offered at our school
3. There is no qualified teacher in that subject or level at our school
4. A timetable clash
5. Student Choice

WEEKLY VIDEO CONFERENCE CLASSES
E-students will be scheduled in a weekly class with their teacher (e-teacher) where they will be able to
see their teacher and the other students in that class through the use of video conferencing.
The e-teacher will provide an internet-based online environment where resources are made available,
forums set up where discussions can take place, homework can be downloaded and assessments can
be uploaded. Students will no longer need to wait for their resources to arrive in the mail.
Students will have this online class on their timetable, so they will have an option line where they will
be required to work independently, or some supervision may be needed, depending on the student
and school.
Students will need access to the internet and a device during this option line and the school will
ensure this is made available. It is an advantage but not essential for students to have access to the
internet after school hours.

IS ONLINE LEARNING SUITABLE FOR EVERYONE?
Our research and observations clearly indicates that this style of learning does not suit everyone.
In order for distance learning to be successful, students must:
1. Be able to work independently and to take responsibility of their own learning
2. Attend school regularly
3. Commit to attend the weekly video conference classes
4. Communicate with the e-teacher and e-dean
5. Meet the pre-requisites as stated in the course outlines
6. Gain approval from their school through the e-dean

Feel free to make contact with any of the following people:
Maria Chabera,
Assistant Principal, Pompallier Catholic College

Carolyn Alexander-Bennett
e-Principal, FarNet

09 438 3950 ext 221
maria.chabera@pompallier.school.nz

Carolyn.bennett@farnet.schoolzone.net.nz

